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ABSTRACT. — We consider Ruelle's generalized ^ function for the continued fraction
transformation T of the unit interval. In spite of the fact that the number Nm of periodic
points of period m of the transformation T is infinite for every m, it is shown that the
function S can be defined for a certain class of complex valued functions (p and can be
extended to a meromorphic function in the whole complex plane. It further turns
out to be meromorphic in the function (p.

Introduction
In two papers ([5], [6]), RUELLE introduced a generalized ^ function
for a transformation / of a set M. This ^ function has as its argument
a function (p defined on the set M and is defined as follows: let M be any set
and/: M —> M a transformation of M, let further $ : M —> C be a complex
valued function on M. Then consider the formal expression
Z((p)=CXp^l ^oFix/nF^^C^)

where Fix/" is the set of fixed points of the mapping /n. Taking for (p
the constant function (p = z, z e C, we get the well known Artin-Mazur [1]
^ function

(i)

^(^exp^i^-Vcn,
n

(1) Work supported by a DFG fellowship.
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where N^ (/) denotes the number of fixed points of the map /". Setting
on the other hand (p = z (p, where (p : M —> C is another complex valued
function on M we get

(2)

i;(z, (P) == expE^i ^E^Fix^n^^a^).
n

In the above mentioned papers ([5], [6]) meromorphy of this function
in the whole complex z-plane and in (p for real analytic expanding endomorphisms of a compact manifold M has been proven.
It is clear from the definition (1) of the Artin-Mazur function that it is
defined only for mappings/such that N^ (/) < oo for all m. On the other
hand, it turns out that Ruelle's ^ function (2) can be defined also in
the case where N^ (/) == oo for some m or even for all m, as we will show
in the case of the continued fraction transformation. This arises from
the fact that one can choose the function (p in such a way that the infinite
sums over the set of fixed points of/" exist and do not increase to rapidly.
To be more precise we show the following:
Let (0, 1) be the half open unit interval and consider the continued
fraction transformation T : (0, 1) -> (0, 1) defined by [2] (chap. 1, sect. 4):
(3)

Tx ==

l-m
x ix]

0

for

x^O,

for x = 0.

The numbers N^i (T) for this transformation are infinite for every m ^ 1,
because the set FixCT") is given by
FixCT") = {0, [z\, ..., i,], i^, Vfe = 1, ..., m},
where [;i, ...,^] denotes the infinite periodic continued fraction
.=il+^+...+AJ414-...
h
| ii
im | h

with entries fi, ...,^. Then we can show the following:
Let [z\, ..., ;„] be the infinite periodic continued fraction with entries
?\, ..., ;„. Let (p be a complex valued analytic function in the domain
Z>2 = { z e C; | z— 1 | < 3/2 } which is continuous on clos D^ and which
vanishes at z = 0 like z2. Define the numbers
. = Z?=i • • • S£=i ]~K=i <P([^ • • •. in, h, • • . , f.-i]).
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Then the function
z"
£;(z,(p)=exp^Li —^
n

extends to a meromorphic function in the whole z plane, the poles of which
if arranged by increasing modulus and according to multiplicity tend
to infinity exponentially fast. (3 (z, (p) is also meromorphic in (p from
the complex Banach space B^ (D^).
For the special case (p (z) = z2, we can show that the first pole of (3 (z, (p)
is at the point z = 1 and that this is a simple pole and that there is no
other pole in the disk ( z | < 1.
To prove this, we apply the techniques developed by RUELLE in [6].
1 . The Transfer Matrix o^ for the mapping T
Let be x e (0, 1). Then we have
T- 1 x = Le(0, 1); ^ =-1--, neZ 4 -1.
[
x+n
j

Denote by T^ n e Z'1', the mapping T^ : (0, 1) —> (0, 1) defined by
T.,——'-,
x+n
This mapping can be extended to the domain D^ =r[zeC;\z—l\ < 3/2 }
and is there a holomorphic mapping. If one defines the domain D^ by
Di={zeC; |z-l|<l}
then one finds
(4)

^ : D^D,

and clos T^ D^ c clos D^
Consider next the Banach space B(D^) of all holomorphic functions
on the domain D^ which are continuous on clos D^ together with
the natural topology defined by the sup norm. Let be B^ (D^) the following
subspace of B{D^)\
B2W={feB(D^; 3geB(D^) :/(z) = z2g(z)}.
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If (p is now an element of the space B^ (Z^), we define an operator ^
on the space B^ (D^):

(5)

W)(^): =(p(z)E;Li/(r,z).

In fact it is easy to show that ^f can even be extended to a linear operator
from the space Jf^ (Pi) mto ne space B^ (Z^), where
^2(^2) = {/e^f(^); 3ge^W :/(z) = z^z)}

and c^f (Z^) is tne space of holomorphic functions on D^ together with
the compact open topology which makes it a Frechet space. Because
^2 (^2) wlt!1 tne induced topology is a closed subspace of the nuclear
space ^f (D^) [3] it is also a nuclear space [7]. One can then show
the following lemma.
LEMMA. — ^ : ^2 (D!) -" £2 C^)
therefore nuclear.

is a

bounded linear operator and

Proof. — We only have to show that there exists a neighbourhood V
of zero in X^ (^2) which is mapped onto a bounded set in B^ (D^). Let
K==[zeC; \z-l\ ^ 5 ^ .
I
4j

Then define

^(0) : = [f^iW ; sup^l/OOl <^}.
For f^^z(D^) there exists a ^ e ^ f ^ ) such that /(z) = z 2 ^(z).
I f / e F ^ (0) then because of the maximum principle we get
sup,ex|^)|^16M.
Therefore
SUp.e^J^^^I^SUp.^JcpCz)!^!^^.^)

16M

for all/e F^ (0) and this shows that ^ V^ (0) is a bounded set in B^ (D^).
This then shows that ^ is a nuclear operator of order 0 ([6], [3]).
If we now compose ^ with the continuous injection of B^ (D^) into
^2 (z)2) we see that ^ is a nuclear mapping of order 0 of the Banach
space £^ (.D^) [6], and corresponds to a unique Fredholm kernel of order 0
because every nuclear space has the approximation property [7].
Therefore one has [6] :
Tr^=^,^, and det (l-zj^)== 17(0(1-^^)
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where X; are the eigenvalues of o^f repeated according to their algebraic
multiplicity. One furthermore knows that the Fredholm determinant
det (1 —z J^f) is an entire function of order 0 in z [6].
2. The spectrum of the operators ^^
Let us write the operator J^f in the following form o^f = ^^=1 ^w
where (J^/) (z) = (p (z) /(^ z) with /, (p e ^ (^2).
We want to determine the spectrum of the nuclear operator o^n in
the space B^ (D^). To do this, we apply a method used by KAMOWITZ [4]
to determine the spectrum of certain composition operators in the disc
algebra B(D).
Because Z» : D^ —> D^ and D^ <= D^., we get from a lemma ofRuELLE [6]
that T^ has exactly one fixed point z* in D^ and that | T^ (z*) | < 1.
Consider then the eigenvalue equation
(^J)(z)==V(z)=(p(z)/(T^z).

At the point z = z* this gives ^-/(z*) = (p (z*)/(z*).
If therefore /(z*) ^ 0, we get X = (p (z*). If/(z*) = 0 one looks at
the differentiated equation
V'Cz) = (p'(z)/(T»z)+(p(z) T^z)f(T,z).

For z = z*, we then get V (z*) = (p (z*) T; (z*)/' (z*) and therefore
^ = (p (z*) 7^ (z*) if/' (z*) ^ 0. Continuing this way one finds
^^^(^(z*))' for some keZ-^.
Therefore a (^) c { 0, (p (z*) T, (z*)^ ^ = 0, 1, ... }.
To see that every point different from 0 of the above set is really an eigenvalue one only has to show that the mapping
^-^1,

^(pCz*)^^

has no continuous inverse in the space B^ (D^) because then ^ e a (o^,)
and because ^ is compact ^ is also an eigenvalue. Now one can see
very easily that the equations (J^-^)/(z) = (z-z^z 2 do not have
a solution in the space B^ (D^). This also gives at once that the algebraic
multiplicity of ^ is always one [4]. Therefore the trace of the nuclear
operator o§f» is given by

Tr^ = zr=o^(^) w^ = -^*—
1
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because | T^ (z*) | < 1. This is exactly the result we would have got
applying a formula due to RUELLE [6]. By using this result, we get for
the trace of the operator JSf :
tr^-V 0 0

^^

^'^iTEnr
where \n\ = , — + — + . . . is the unique fixed point of T^ in the
\n
n
domain D^
We can proceed in the same way to determine the trace of the nuclear
operator J^f", and get
(^\ +r <^" — V00

w

tr

^

V00

-Li.=l-'Lin=l

ll^i^d.^ • • •» l^ h^ • • - 9 h-i])
.-p
.———————————————————-———^
L
~'\~^L) llk=i{1^ ' ' •? ^ ^i? • • •? h-i]

where [fi, ..., ?„] is the infinite periodic continued fraction with entries
fi, ...,^.
What we have done above for the operator ^ we can repeat in the same
way for the operator o^\, where
(J^/)(z) = (p(z)^Li T;(z)/(T,z), where T;(z) = - fJ- Y.
\z+n/
We get for the trace of 5C\:
(7) tr^=(-ir$;^,...^,
^n^i^d 1 ^ ' " > ^ ^ i ^ -•>^-i])[^ ' " , in^i, 2"^h-i]2

i-c-irn^iE^---.^^ ...,^-i]

Combining (6) and (7) gives
tr^-^^^i...^, n^i<P([^ ...^•n,^ ...^\-i])=^.
Applying then the general theory of Fredholm determinants for nuclear
operators in a Banach space as RUELLE used it in [6], we get
detCl-zJ^^exp-^Li ^tr^f"
n
and det (l—zj^f) is an entire function in z of order 0.
It also follows from the results of RUELLE in [6] that the Fredholm
determinant is an entire function of z (p where (p e B^ (D^),
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We therefore have the following theorem:
THEOREM :
(a) Let (p e B^ (D^) and

an = ST=i... D:=i rK=i <P([^ • •., ^ ^. •., ^-i]).
77^ ^ function
^n

^(z,(p)=exp^i -^
n

extends to a meromorphic function in the whole complex z plane. ^ can
also be extended to a meromorphic function in (p in the Banach space B^ (D^).
(b)//
h — V00

^oo_

V00
n=l

n^=i [^• • -> ^ ^'' "> h-i]____29

- i-c-irn^ifc...,^^...,^!]

°n — Lii=l - ' • Lin=l

the function ^ (z) = exp ^= ^ (^"AO ^n ^ holomorphic for all [ z | < 1
and has a simple pole at z = 1 and no other pole for | z | ^ 1.
(c) The poles of the function ^ (z, (p), ;/ arranged in increasing absolute
values and according to their order tend to infinity exponentially fast.
Proof. — From our discussion above we get
^(z, q^detCL-zJ^^detCl-zJ^i)
and therefore part (a) is clear. To see part (6), we first remark that &„ is
given by the trace of the operator ^n for the special choice (p (z) = z2.
Now in this case we know one eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector of the operator J^f: consider namely the function fo (z) = z2 (1 +z)~ 1
then we get J$?/o (z) = fo (z).
Instead of looking at the operator ^ in the space B^ (D^) we can consider
an operator ^ in the space B (D^) given by

(.^(^E^f—T^—y
\z+n/

\z+n/

This operator trivially has the same spectrum as ^ and therefore also
the same trace. Therefore it determines the same (3 function. Now the operator o$f can also be written in the form
^gOO=-E.er-iz ———^)
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if we restrict ourselves to real z, because
T ~ l z = = S w :M;=-L,^=1,2, ...I.
[
z+n
J
This class of operators is a special case of a more general class of operators studied by P. WALTERS [8] and via a generalized Ruelle-PerronFrobenius theorem one can show that ^ = 1, which is the eigenvalue
of the T invariant Gauss measure dp, = 1/(1 +x) dx (if we restrict ourselves
to the real interval (0, 1)), is the highest uniquely determined eigenvalue
of J^f. This eigenvalue is therefore simple and larger in absolute value
than all other eigenvalues of J^f. Finally, part (c) of the theorem follows
from the results in [6] when one considers the fact that the operator J^f
on B^ (D^) given by (5) has the same spectrum as the operator o$f on B (D^)
given by
(^g)(z)=^(z)E^if-^--) g(T,z)
\z+yz/

when

(p(z) = z^z).

Because ^ determines via its traces the same ^ function as J^f, and because
the results in [6] apply to the operator J^f as an operator acting on the space
^f (Z^)? we get the result we wanted.
Let us finally add some remarks concerning the operators ^ or c^f.
We calculated the trace of these operators via the traces of the operators ^.
One could try to determine these traces directly from the spectrum of ^
or ^ which is the same. This would perhaps give interesting relations
between the periodic continued fractions and these numbers of the spectrum.
But unfortunately our method, which is similar to the method applied
in paragraph 2, namely to characterize the eigenfunctions by their behaviour
at certain critical points like z = -n, n e Z4' or z = —l/[?i, . . . , in] gives
only in the case z = — 1 a nice solution namely the function
f(z) = z2 (l+z)~ 1 , which was already known as the eigenfunction for
the eigenvalue X = 1. At all other critical z =-l/[z\, . . . , f J we get
a whole set of possible values for K from which we could not extract
the true spectrum of J^f.
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